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Halloween Craft Ideas
Use a recycled vegetable or fruit can. Cover in black paper if unable to paint.
Use sticky colored foam, felt or just construction paper to make the face
features. Kids can use this as a pencil holder.

Curled Paper Pumpkin -Cut orange construction paper into half-inch strips.

Wrap strips around a pencil. Remove from the pencil and glue the end of the strip to close the
circle. Repeat for as many circles as you need to create your pumpkin. Lay the circles on your
work surface and arrange them into the shape of your pumpkin. Glue the circles together.

Halloween Ornaments
Large Cardboard or Foamie Ovals or Foamie Circles
Large Cardboard or Foamie Halloween Shapes
Scissors
Glue and Cord , Yarn or String

Instructions:
It's easy! Just glue Halloween foamie shapes on circles and ovals. Cut cord into 5"
pieces. Glue to a loop on the back.

Craft Stick Jack-O-Lantern Hanger

Bat Toilet Paper Roll

BAT WREATH






Ring of cardboard (empty cereal boxes work wonderfully)
construction paper (black)
scissors
Glue
small piece of wool or yarn

Glue the rolls of construction paper onto the wreath. We made them all black, but you could
use black and orange or black, orange and green.

PIN WHEEL

SPIRAL SNAKE
Note: To make a Halloween paper plate version, you just paint the
paper plate orange or black (or your choice of snake color). Then you
cut a coil shape from the paper plate, decorate it further as a snake and
hang it from the roof.

Use a hole punch to punch a hole in the center of the snake (the tip of the tail)
Thread a piece of string through the hole and tie it on.
Hang your springy spiral snake!

HALLOWEEN BOOKMARKS
Use Craft Sticks and Foam Figures

